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Abstrat
The miroanonial statistial approah is applied to study the prodution of pen-
taquark states in pp ollisions. We predit the average multipliity and average trans-
verse momentum of Θ+(1540) and Ξ(1860) and their antipartiles at dierent energies.
Reently an exoti baryon Θ+(1540) with the quantum numbers of K+n has been reported
in several experiments[1, 2, 3, 4, 5℄. The Θ+(1540) an not be a three quark state. Its
minimal quark ontent is (uudds¯), a q4q¯ pentaquark state.
Pentaquark states have theoretially investigated sine a long time in the ontext of the
onstituent quark model[6, 7℄. Some of these are expeted to have harge and strangeness
quantum number ombinations that an not be explained by three quark-quark states.
A variety of models has been employed to onstrut q4q¯ pentaquark states dierently
and predit dierently masses and quantum numbers. For example, the hiral soliton
(Skyrme) model[8℄ predits that the lightest member of the SU(3)-avour (10f ,
1
2
+
)-let
has mΘ = 1540MeV. The reported Θ
+(1540) agrees with the predition remarkably well.
The other members of the (10f ,
1
2
+
) antideuplet are isospin-multiplets of N , Σ and Ξ.
In an unorrelated quark model[7℄, in whih all quarks are in the ground state of a mean
eld, the ground state of q4q¯ has negative parity. This is in striking dierene to the
hiral soliton model. In Jae's model[9℄, Θ+(1540) is reognized as a bound state of an
antiquark with two highly orrelated spin-zero ud diquarks. Hene the lightest q4q¯ state
∗
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an not be Θ+(1540) but belongs to the N isospin-multiplets with minimal quark ontent,
i.e. uuddu¯. Other models regard Θ+(1540) as a member of the SU(3) avour (27f )-let.
Missing members of the multiplet are assigned to reported partiles[10℄.
The ommon members of above mentioned models are Θ+(1540) and the multiplets of
Ξ, whih an be Ξ−−(ddssu¯), Ξ−(dssqq¯) , Ξ0(ussqq¯) or Ξ+(uussd¯), where qq¯ is a hidden
quark-antiquark pair uu¯ or dd¯. Reently the NA49 ollaboration [11℄ also presented the
results of a searh of Ξ−−(1860) and Ξ0(1860).
The estimation of Θ+(1540) and Ξ(1860) yields at dierent ollisions energies indepen-
dent of abovementioned models will be helpful for the searh for pentaquark states from
proton-proton ollisions in the ongoing experiments in SPS and RHIC. Some work has been
done using the statistial hadronization approah within grandanonial and anonial en-
sembles. However the system is small in proton-proton ollisions, and a miroanonial
ensemble should be justied.
The dynamial model NEXUS has also been used to estimate the yields ofΘ+(1540) and
Ξ(1860), via employing the miroanonial ensemble to hadronize the remnants (formed
by spetator quarks from the ollisions)[12℄. Here we use the miroanonial ensemble to
study the prodution of pentaquark states in pp ollisions. The miroanonial parameters
are well studied already in previous work via tting the 4π yields of harged pions, proton
and antiproton. We organise the paper as followed: rst we explain the model, how pen-
taquark states are produed in pp ollisions, then we hek how reliable the miroanonial
parameters are, then we present our results, the yields and average transverse momentum
of Θ+(1540) and Ξ(1860) and their antipartiles, and nally we ompare our results to
some other theoretial work and disuss our preditions on SPS and RHIC experiments.
Here we use the miroanonial ensemble to study the prodution of pentaquark states
in pp ollisions. In the miroanonial ensemble, we onsider the nal state of a proton-
proton ollision as a luster haraterized by its volume V (the sum of individual proper
volumes), its energy E (the sum of all the luster masses) and the net avour ontent Q =
(Nu−Nu¯, Nd−Nd¯, Ns−Ns¯), deaying statistially aording to phase spae. More pre-
isely, the probability of a luster to hadronize into a onguration K = {h1, p1; . . . ;hn, pn}
of hadrons hi with four momenta pi is given by the miro-anonial partition funtion Ω(K),
Ω(K) =
V n
(2πh¯)3n
n∏
i=1
gi
∏
α∈S
1
nα!
n∏
i=1
d3pi δ(E −Σεi) δ(Σ~pi) δQ,Σqi , (1)
with εi =
√
m2i + p
2
i being the energy, and ~pi the 3-momentum of partile i. nα is the
number of hadrons of speies α, and gi is the degeneray of partile i. The term δQ,Σqi
ensures avour onservation and the net avour ontent Q = (4, 2, 0); qi is the avour vetor
of hadron i. The symbol S represents the set of hadron speies onsidered: The ordinary S
2
ontains the pseudosalar and vetor mesons (π,K, η, η′, ρ,K∗, ω, φ) and the lowest spin-
1
2
and spin-
3
2
baryons (N,Λ,Σ,Ξ,∆,Σ∗,Ξ∗,Ω) and the orresponding antibaryons. We
generate randomly ongurations K aording to the probability distribution Ω(K). For
the details see ref. [13℄.
We add the pentaquark states Θ+(1540), Ξ(1860) and their antipartiles into S. The
Θ+ has quark ontents (uudds¯). The Ξ(1860) an be Ξ−−(ddssu¯), Ξ−(dssqq¯) , Ξ0(ussqq¯)
or Ξ+(uussd¯). The spin of pentaquark states an not be determined by experiments yet,
and it is generally aepted they are spin-
1
2
partiles, and their degeneray fator g = 2.
In our approah, beause of the heavy masses of the pentaquark states, the hadron
ongurations ontaining them appear very rarely. Therefore, if the pentaquark states
Θ+(1540), Ξ(1860) are spin-3
2
partiles, then their yields will be twie as that of spin-
1
2
aording to Eq. (1), and their average transverse momenta will not be eeted by their
spins. Our simulation has proven this point. In the following we report the results assuming
they are spin-
1
2
partiles.
For Ξ−(dssqq¯) and Ξ0(ussqq¯) , the qq¯ an be uu¯ or dd¯. Some onsider the two multiplets
of Ξ as three-quark q3 states, Ξ−(dss) and Ξ0(uss). In the miroanonial alulation, we
do not need to distinguish between q3 and q4q¯, the two ases yields the same results
when the masses and degeneray fators are the same, beause the qq¯ of the same avour
does not play any role in onserving avours or harge in the miroanonial statistial
hadronization approah.
The miroanonial parameters (E, V ) for pp ollisions at a given energy
√
s/GeV
are obtained by tting the 4π multipliities of the most opiously produed partiles
(p, p¯, π+, π−) [14, 15℄:
E/GeV = −3.8 + 3.76ln√s+ 6.4/√s
V/fm3 = −30.0376 + 14.93ln√s− 0.013√s.
After add pentaquarks states into the hadron set, we still hek the 4π multipliities of
p, p¯, π+, π−, see g. 1. Adding pentaquarks states into the hadron set does not hange the
yields of light partiles, exept for antiproton. About 10% more antiprotons are produed
to ompensate the net baryon numbers arried by the pentaquark states.
Beause the miroanonial alulation has no strangeness suppression fator, so strange
hadrons are overprodued[15℄. However, with a global fator 1/3 to sale strange hadrons
suh as K, Λ and Λ¯, miroanonial alulations (solid lines) are ompared with the
data[16, 17℄ (empty squares), .f. Fig. 2. Sine Ξ has two strange onstituent quarks,
we should sale the yields with a fator 1/9. In Fig. 2, Ξ− from miroanonial alulation
saled by fator 1/9 agrees with the UA5 data[18℄.
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Figure 1: p, p¯, π+, π− exitation funtions. The empty square points are experimental
data[16℄, solid lines are miroanonial alulation after adding the pentaquark states into
the hadron set.
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Figure 2: With a global fator 1/3 to sale strange hadrons suh as K, Λ and Λ¯, the
miroanonial alulation(solid lines) an reprodue the data[16, 17℄(empty squares). In
the last plot, Ξ− from miroanonial alulation saled by fator 1/9(solid line) agrees
with data(empty square) [18℄.
The partile yields of Θ+(solid line) and its antipartile (dashed line) from pp ollisions
at dierent ollision energies are shown in Fig. 3. A fator 1/3 for Θ+ and its antipartile
has been taken to aount for the strangeness suppression. The yields of the Ξ(1860)
(solid lines) and the antipartiles(dashed lines) are showed in Fig. 4. A fator 1/9 has
been taken. With the inrease of ollision energy, more and more pentaquarks states are
produes, exept Θ+. We an see in Fig. 3, Θ+is favoured at low energies beause of the
hannel p+ p→ Θ+ +Σ+ [19℄.
With the 4π yields of harged pions, protons and antiprotons as input, the miroanon-
ial alulation an predit reliably the average transverse momentum of both non-strange
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Figure 3: The partile yields of Θ+(solid line) and its antipartile (dashed line).
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Figure 4: The partile yields of Ξ(1860) (solid lines) and their antipartiles(dashed lines).
and strange hadrons[15℄. In Fig. 5 we also show the average transverse momentum of
Θ+(1540) and Ξ(1860)(solid lines) and their antipartiles(dashed lines). The dierene be-
tween the average transverse momentum of Ξ−−(ddssu¯), Ξ−(dss) , Ξ0(uss) and Ξ+(uussd¯)
from miroanonial alulation is ignorable. So do their antipartiles. Now we ompare
our results to the previous researh results at SPS and RHIC energies. It is expeted that
the yields of pentaquark states should be more than NEXUS[12℄. And we nd indeed Θ+
and Ξ(1860) are 2 ∼ 3 times more. The partile ratio Θ/p is about 0.7%, whih agrees
suprisingly well with the predition from a quark moleular dynamis model predition
0.6%[20℄, while grandanonial ensemble[21℄ estimation is about 6%. The partile ratio
Ξ−−(1860)/Ξ− is 2% at SPS and 3% at RHIC, whih is 3 ∼ 4 bigger than grandanonial
tting [22℄.
The inlusive ross setion σpp→Θ+ near the prodution threshold estimated with em-
pirial oupling onstants and form fator is 20µb[19℄, whih is about ten times smaller
than our results.
In onlusion, we presented a alulation of the yields of dierent pentaquark states in
pp ollisions using the miroanonial approah. We obtain roughly 10−2 (almost indepen-
dent of energy) for the Θ+, whereas the Ξ yields inrease strongly with energy, reahing 4
x 10−4 at RHIC.
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Figure 5: The average transverse momentum of Θ+(1540) and Ξ(1860)(solid lines) and
their antipartiles(dashed lines).
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